Trophy Protocol - Launches Worlds’ Biggest
Crypto Paying DeFi Yield of 380,345.76% APY
Need a Trophy? Get some through our
Fair launch Via PinkSale on 19th May
2022.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, May 12, 2022
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Trophy provides
a decentralized financial asset that
rewards users with a sustainable fixed
compound interest model through the
use of its unique proprietary TAP
protocol.
Investors across the globe are chasing
low-risk-high-yield returns in a
booming wave within the technology
sector of Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
and noting that cryptocurrency, in
general, is opening up new possibilities
across the whole financial industry.
Highest APY
DeFi has caused a stir amongst the
savviest of investors, with most
agreeing that it has offered up some of the richest opportunities in a revolution of sorts and that
cryptocurrency has made more millionaires over the past decade than ever seen before.
Trophy Utilities
1. Trophy Farm and Staking
2. Trophy Swap DEx
Coming soon
3 Trophy NFT Collection
4. Trophy Metaverse Market Place
5. Trophy DEx Wallet
6. Trophy LaunchPad
7. Trophy Debit Card
By far DeFi is showing favor to becoming the easiest and agreed-upon way to make your money
work for you in an environment where cryptocurrency holders can lock or stake their tokens and

Our mission and vision are
to revolutionize the reward
generation mechanism with
our very first and unique
protocol that has advanced
profit-making.”
Lucy

receive high-interest rates that most thought was
unachievable. The tools that DeFi companies use to create
these high returns are financial algorithms and token
staking strategies called protocols which are made up of
Smart-Contracts.
Defi 1.0 introduced several versions of these protocols that
have attracted billions of dollars in capital, and have
subsequently built many of crypto's top-performing
brands. DeFi 2.0 protocols promise token holders greater

levels of simplicity and safety and increased fixed returns from staking.
The developers of TROPHY have introduced the TROPHY Autostaking Protocol (TAP), a DeFi 2.0
protocol that provides a decentralized financial asset that rewards users with a sustainable fixed
compound interest model through use of its unique proprietary protocol.
TROPHY Autostaking Protocol (TAP) - Highest Fixed APY
TAP provides token holders simplicity, security, and a consistent fixed high yield return of
380,345% APY from their staking. It is used in the TROPHY token, providing it with these industry
benefits:
Low Risk – TROPHY Insurance Fund (TIF)
4% of all trading fees are stored in the TROPHY Insurance Fund which helps sustain and back the
staking rewards by maintaining price stability and greatly reducing downside risk.
Staking - Easy and Safe
The TROPHY token always stays in your wallet it doesn't need to be put into the hands of a 3rd
party or centralized authority. All you need to do is buy & hold as you automatically receive
rewards in your own wallet so there are no more complicated staking processes at all.
Interest Yield - Automatic Payments
You need not be concerned about re-staking your tokens. Interest yield is paid automatically and
compounds in your own wallet, guaranteeing you will never miss a payment.
Highest Fixed APY
TROPHY pays out at 380,345.76% in the first 12 months which rivals anything in the DeFi arena
to date.
Rapid Interest Payments
The TROPHY Protocol pays every TROPHY Token holder each and every 15 minutes or 96 times
each day, making it the fastest auto-compounding protocol in crypto.
Auto Token Burn
One of the exciting features of the TROPHY Protocol is an automatic token burn system named
"The Furnace" which prevents circulating supply from getting out of hand and becoming
unmanageable. The furnace burns 1.5% out of all Trophy Token market sales.

About Trophy
Trophy is a company focused on DeFi innovation that creates benefits and value for Trophy
token holders and the Trophy Auto-Staking Protocol (TAP) is a new financial protocol that makes
staking easier, and more efficient and awards $TROPHY token holders the highest stable returns
in crypto.
Fair Launch for Trophy
Coming up on 19th May Via PinkSale.
Links:
Website: https://trphy.io
Twitter: https://twitter.com/trophy_app
Medium: https://medium.com/@trophyapp
Discord: https://discord.gg/EhGCjvMG44
Telegram: https://t.me/+vEQykcAAlyg5ZDQ0
GitHub: https://github.com/trophyapp
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVc_Ve32fel7p6yVR1lp2mQ
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